The Liberal Media Really Wants You To Think
America Is Infested With Neo-Nazis
| by Brian Anderson
Nancy Pelosi Invented The Sound Byte That “Republicans Shall Be Called Nazi’s”
When Clinton was president there were white supremacists. When Bush was president there were white
power skinheads. When Obama was president there were neo-Nazis. For some reason the liberal media
is trying to make it seem like prior to Donald Trump there were no racist groups in the country. PostCharlottesville, this false concern has become a full-blown faux outrage. The liberal media narrative du
jour is that Trump has inspired a wave of white supremacy that has not been seen before. Like
everything else the leftist propaganda machine churns out, this is complete and utter bullshit.
The Washington Post sponsored a poll that they say proves America is simply infested with white
supremacists. The Hill, in promoting this lie, sent out this tweet:
NEW POLL: American support for neo-Nazi views nearly double digits
https://t.co/7FwXO3J1fV pic.twitter.com/ps5iiRfn4u
— The Hill (@thehill) August 21, 2017
“NEW POLL: American support for neo-Nazi views nearly double digits,” wrote The Hill.
Holy shit, American support is nearly double digits. What the f*ck is the matter with this racist
country?
As it turns out, the actual headline for the article says: Survey: 9 percent call neo-Nazi views acceptable
Okay, 9 percent is technically “nearly double digits” but it sure doesn’t sound as alarming. This poll
was conducted between the WaPo and ABC, which went similarly alarming by reporting: “1 in 10 say
it’s acceptable to hold neo-Nazi views.” It’s a good thing they rounded up or otherwise it wouldn’t
sound quite as bad. Either way, the claim is that roughly 30 million Americans are neo-Nazis, which is
preposterous.
As for the actual poll, neither ABC nor The WaPo will actually link to the poll. We don’t even know
what question was asked to determine that 30 million Americans are neo-Nazis. Seriously, what
question would they ask to figure out if someone is a neo-Nazi? I suspect that if you straight up asked
anyone if they were a neo-Nazi, you’d get somewhere around zero percent responding that they were.
My guess is that it was a vaguely worded question that was either interpreted by ABC and WaPo as
meaning people supported Nazism or something that the respondents didn’t really understand. We’ll
never know for sure because these liberal news sources won’t let you see what the people were actually
asked.

ABC did link to the methodology of the poll and it gives even less faith in the results. They polled 1000
people on land lines to arrive at this shocking number. Land lines means they talked to old people. It’s
not unreasonable to say that more than 9% of the elderly people surveyed didn’t understand these
questions at all and were just happy to talk to someone.
There’s actually a really easy way to judge the number of neo-Nazis in this country. Just look at how
many of them show up to a rally. Any white supremacist gathering of any kind will attract a handful of
racist knuckleheads and thousands of crazy-ass Maxists who oppose them. The “Free Speech” rally in
Boston over the weekend, which wasn’t even white supremacists but was promoted by the media that
way, had like 10 people and 40,000 leftists to shut them down.
The Southern Poverty Law Center tells us there are 917 extremist hate groups in America. I’d be
shocked if the were 917 extremist hate group members in this country. If there are more, they sure as
shit don’t show up to protest.
The fact of the matter is that there have always been a few racist assholes, but they are small in
numbers and on the fringe. White Supremacy is not a mainstream belief and their numbers are not
rising because of President Trump. This is just more liberal media hysteria, based entirely on bullshit.
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BLM and Antifa are far worse than today’s pussified Klan…one woman demonstrator gets
killed and it’s the end of time to the racist MSM assholes.
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They would ride a Beatle Bug over the 2018 finish line if they could, and if it would
carry them. They are so very desperate. They haven’t won an election in so long, they
are in full fledged hysterical panic.
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You can really spell. I like it, and suitable for framing, which you did!!
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Killed because she was standing in the middle of a street with cars on it too.Mommy
turned it political before her body was cold.Its hard to feel bad for leftists.
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I kinda posted similar, that all said and done most Americans beliefs align more toward
this groups, than that of Antifagg’s and BLMs…..
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